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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very excited to be here today to talk about the Low Income fare program work Metro Transit and the Council have been working together on to build a pilot test plan to launch later 2015, which we will review with you today.A low income program was identified as a priority for Metro Transit as the agency continues to focus more on equity, specifically ensuring that those who are least able to pay their bus or train fare are considered as part of regional fare policy.  Metro Transit has a great relationship with hundreds of social service agencies that provide transit benefits to the low income community.  But we recognize that those agencies don’t include everyone who qualifies as low income, and the transit benefits they provide don’t cover all of these individual’s needs.  So we set out to design a program that compliments the current relationship we have we our agencies partners.  This program aims to build off the services they provide, to provide a program to low income individuals that might not meet the requirements to be covered by an agency.  This program also aims to fill in the gaps in the transit benefits the agencies are providing.   In the end the goal is to provide a means where Metro Transit can have a direct relationship with those individuals who are considered low income, in addition to maintaining our relationship with our agency partners.
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Purpose of Program
To reduce barriers for residents in the Twin Cities so they can take 
Metro Transit regardless of age, ability or economic means.

The barriers we hope to reduce are:

1. Lower the cost of taking transit to those considered low income per 
guidelines. 

2. Increase awareness of all reduced fare options available to low 
income people, including this new fare tool.

3. Allow card holders to have a choice to ride more often, not only the 
most essential trips.

4. Create a way to manage the impact to that group for future fare 
changes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 lower cost2 other programs available3 specific vs. general needs4 looking ahead to future fare changes



Pre & post 
survey

Six 
month pilot

Program Plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GoTo Card deducts when tagged  age 13-64Entire family can ride- not just head of householdOther program we already have to the publicWe need to know: do you ride with us, do you get transportation assistance already, do you have go GTC already( track pre and post rides)$1 fare but registered to user ( required) 6 months program self filled or by an agency
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Twin Cities Population by Income 

595,489

2,323,538

At or Below Below 50%
AMI
Above 50% AMI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
50% of the Area  Median Income  $30,350 or single185% of poverty guidelines  $21774.50 single
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Metro Area Low Income Breakdown (<50% AMI)

65,790

69,882

55,260

93,759

54,457

256,342

age 0-5

Youth 6-13

college

Senior 65+

Age 13-65
disabled
Age 13-64

Presenter
Presentation Notes
43 % of Low Income (HRA guidelines) would be eligible.With the exception of College students other groups ALREADY have reduced fare programs available to them.
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How do we serve today low income 
customers today?

3%
5%

92%

Monthly passes - 6,975

Estimated # served by
individual rides - 13,682

Unserved population -
236,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Around 7,000 people receive general transit assistance in the form of a monthly pass.    Organizations give individual rides for a specific purpose before giving a monthly pass which can be used for general use. Assuming that after 15 individual rides an organization would rather purchase a pass, then at most another 13,700 receive general assistance in the form of individual rides. There are 256,342 people in the Twin Cities that would meet our criteria for a low income fare.Adding the two numbers together gives us only 20,700 people who receive general transit assistance for Metro Transit. That leaves at most only 8% of people who would be eligible for our low income program already receive transit assistance through another organization. COST : $2 million in 2014
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Other Considered Opportunities

• Twin cities area ( Seattle WA)
• Ramsey or Hennepin Counties
• Public discount (Madison model)
• Retail workers (MOA site 

specific)
• Housing Assistance programs 

(Metro HRA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Counties: Additional burden on the case workers. Public discount is self certified and only for a limited number to passes. Twice month 500 passes. Once they are gone they are gone.Retail (great group) but tough to certifyKing County: certified by many groups and for ALL   (estimated $7 million loss)Metro HRA
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Why Metro HRA?

• Metro HRA serves 7,000 low income households with 
rental assistance

• Help meet Council Thrive Equity initiatives
– Ensure public transportation access for all residents of the region
– Ensure housing choice in high opportunity areas

• Access to transportation is a barrier to suburban voucher 
placement
– 80% of Metro HRA voucher holders live within ½ mile of a 

LOCAL transit route
– 87% within 1 mile of a LOCAL transit route

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Metro HRA serves 7,000 low income families with rental assistance in the region – 18,000 people including 9,000 children.  Participation in this PILOT would assist that Council in meeting Transit equity goals – ensuring all residents, regardless of income, have access to public transportation but also Equity Goals for the Metro HRA – ensuring voucher holders have access to live wherever they choose in the region, particularly areas of high opportunity with high performing schools and safe neighborhoods.. We know that a barrier to voucher holders using their voucher in suburban neighborhoods in access to transportation.  When Mary approached us with this PILOT idea, we did some research and determined 80% of Metro HRA Voucher holders live within ½ mile of a Local transit route and 87% within a mile of a Local transit route.  97% live within ½ mile of a route and 99% within a mile of a route. The PILOT program may give voucher holders an incentive to use public transportation or increase their use of public transportion.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Metro HRA serves participants in the suburban yellow areas of the map shown here.  The service area excludes the other areas who have their own housing authority. The closer you get the core, the higher the number of participants.  We do, however, have rent assistance participants living in southern Carver County as well as Northern Anoka County.There may be some concern about making sure we are serving residents living in Areas of Concentrated Poverty (ACP) or ACPs where more than 50% of the residents are people of color.    Although much of the ACPs are in the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, ACPs are also in Brooklyn Park, Brooklyn Center and Fort Snelling, three areas that are served by Metro HRA and would be reached through this PILOT. 
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Pilot Recommendation

• 256,342 low income households in the region
– At or below 50% Area Median Income

• Metro HRA Pilot Program Size = 8,713 
– Households certified as low income
– Not eligible for other discounted programs 
– Not receiving transit assistance from another provider

• Metro HRA to send offer of participation 
– Redemption codes included
– Used to redeem online, in person or via mail
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Pilot Goals

• Gather data to understand impact, both individual and 
Metro Transit
– Identify the best group to support
– Provide the opportunity to ride or ride more.
– Is HRA the right partner for a wider scale program

• Determine where Metro Transit can have the most 
immediate impact
– Easily implemented
– Calculate Revenue impact
– Determine conversion rates
– Validate fraud controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping in mind: barriers to reduce: Cost, other program, general rides, future sustainabilityImpact on the systemMetro impact ( can we scale this program up/ at what cost?)Scalable households: 7000 Metro HRA   8929 St. Paul   9762 MPLS:  25721 households.Easily Implemented – Ensure that the design of the program doesn’t place an unreasonable burden on current Metro Transit and HRA resources to administer.  Our goal is to have a broad impact in implementing a low income program but we also want to ensure that we’re not adding any considerable operating expense in doing so.  We want to leverage our current resources as much as possible.Calculate revenue impact – We want to be very transparent by saying we believe this program will have an impact on current revenues.  A pilot test is important to help us understand what that revenue impact is and how it could translate if we determine the pilot and program a success and look to broaden access to this program at a future time.  A big part of this test is to learn how many customers are converting from currently paying a full transit fare to a reduced fare as part of this program, as this will be one of the main drivers of the overall revenue impact.  And fraud is a significant concern with this program, as it is with all Metro Transit reduced fare programs.  We believe we have identified controls for this program that will significantly limit opportunities for fraud related to this program, and it’s important for us to validate those controls as part of a pilot test to ensure they protect Metro Transit and taxpayer resources by ensuring only those eligible for this program are able to take advantage of the reduced fare.
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Proposed Next Steps
• Continue to get feedback from stakeholders 

to finalize pilot test plan.
• Develop fare tool and communication plans.
• Implement six month pilot test

– Targeted for launch December 1st, 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here’s what’s next:After meeting with you today and getting your feedback, we will finalize our pilot test plan with Metro HRA.  We need to put the finishing touches on how we’ll get the word out to those eligible as part of this pilot test, and we need to complete the programming of our fare collection system to allow for issuing and accepting a low income pass.Our hope is to launch this pilot test on December 1st of this year to really position ourselves to be live during the busy holiday season.Thank you for your time, and please let me know what questions you have.
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